
Issue 69, 26 March 2012

Headwinds

Stocks have put in some decent gains this year, but we still have some way to go for the market to make

year-on-year gains for fiscal 2012. I run over what could stop it in my column today.

Also in the Switzer Super Report, Paul Rickard has road tested five self-managed super fund (SMSF)

bank accounts and gives his verdict on which is best. Plus, we have our weekly broker wrap and chart

of the week, and we discuss the steps you need to follow if you would like to move your business

property into your fund. Enjoy the report and have a great week!

Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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It's a tight race to finish in the black this fiscal year

by Peter Switzer

The local S&P/ASX200 index is up around 214 points

since the start of the year, closing at 4,270.4 on

Friday, but this still seems a long way from the

5,000-level some expert optimists have been looking

forward to by year’s end.

On these numbers we are up about 5% this year, but

we still need to beat 4,608 by June 30 to ensure we

finish in positive territory for the financial year. Since

the global financial crisis (GFC), the financial years

2009-10 and 2010-11 have seen the index’s gain

combined with dividends top 10%, which conforms to

the average expectation financial planners – like

yours truly – have come to expect.

Sure it would be nice for the calendar year to deliver

the positive returns on cue, but in reality, we pay tax

on our investments and for our self-managed super

funds based on the financial year, so I’m more

concerned about the returns as at June 30.

Will stocks make it?

So will we get to 4,608 and can we even put a few

hundred points on to keep it positive on a

capital-gains basis? Remember, term deposits are at

6% at best, but most are below this benchmark and

that means your dividends could easily top them,

provided you have played that kind of game.

Once again, can we beat 4,608? I think there will be

some headwinds such as:

The old ‘sell in May and go away’ tendency on

Wall Street, though it doesn’t always

happen.

Evidence of the expected European recession;

if it’s worse than expected it will make it

tough.

The relatively unexpected China slowdown;

watching the severity of this and the Chinese

government’s response will be important.

The course of the US economic recovery,

which has beaten the majority of economists’

expectations – but not mine – however, some

economists I respect think the recovery could

slow down a tad.

And of course, there are European issues out

there including Spain, which the doomsday

merchants are now hoping could be the big

negative, left-field curve ball that could take

off the egg that has been left on their faces.

The sell-off

The Yanks have had a big start to 2012, with the Dow

at 13,080.73 and that’s up 7.06% for the year, but it

did give up 1.15% in the past week, which was the

worst week for the year. The S&P 500 is up a

whopping 11.09% over this time, which makes me

think a bit of a sell-off is to be expected; when you

look at the Nasdaq’s 17.76% it screams that some

down days have to be on the cards.

Right now the VIX, which measures stock players’

fears, is a low 14.82 – down 36.67% this year. This

number alone shows how the spook factor has been

taken out of the market on a half-year on half-year

basis.

The big challenges for our market are China’s impact

on stocks such as Rio Tinto and BHP, and the

currency, which is easing and would be helped by the

Reserve Bank of Australia cutting rates two more

times this year.

However, while we might get one cut before June 30,

I can’t see two and so as we approach the end of the

financial year deadline, getting into positive territory

for the S&P/ASX200 index could be a closely run

thing. Ironically, I reckon on a calendar-year basis, we

should have a ripper of a year.
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having regard to the individual’s objectives, financial

situation and needs and, if necessary, seek

appropriate professional advice.
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Road test: five SMSF bank accounts compared

by Paul Rickard

When I started my fund, tailored bank accounts for

self-managed super funds (SMSFs) didn’t exist and,

most probably due to laziness, I still today operate a

transaction account and a high interest account with a

major bank and have the pleasure of paying a $10

monthly fee. How times change quickly; with the

frantic drive to grow deposits and perhaps a belated

recognition that SMSFs aren’t going away, most

banks now offer a special account.

Some subscribers have asked us at the Switzer Super

Report to ‘road test’ these accounts – so here goes.

Comparing accounts

How to compare? Well, as is the case with many

financial products, even a simple bank account can

have nuances that may lead it to be more suitable to

one type of SMSF than another. That said, there are

some more general characteristics that we can

compare, most particularly the interest rate, payment

capability/functionality and ease of opening. All these

new accounts are fee-free (why am I paying $10 per

month?!), and all calculate interest daily and pay

monthly.

The table below shows the two majors

(Commonwealth Bank and Westpac) who offer

tailored accounts (we are pretty sure the Melbourne

banks will be in the market soon), and the three

leading online banks.

Interest rates

If the interest rate is your key determinant, then

UBank and RaboDirect are the clear leaders. UBank,

with its bonus rate of 5.91% that is paid in any month

in which no withdrawal is made, probably edges out

RaboDirect. Of the majors, Westpac with its

integrated ‘two account’ structure of a ‘working

account’ and ‘savings account’ (the latter paying 4.5%

on the whole balance) is better than Commonwealth

Bank’s offering.

However, if your SMSF has more than two trustees or

two directors of a corporate trustee – you can’t (yet)

open an account with UBank!

Making transactions

If transactional ability is important to you, then it’s

hard to go past the major banks. Due to their low-cost

business model, the online banks usually require a

‘linked bank account’ for making payments or

transfers out, and don’t offer BPay. This lack of

payments capability when it comes to getting money

out can become somewhat self-defeating for an SMSF

because it means you will need to have an account

with a major bank or other authorised deposit-taking

institution (ADI), which may incur a monthly fee of

around $10 per month.
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UBank has attempted to address this and a linked

account is not mandatory. It offers a ‘pay anyone’

facility, although this is capped at $20,000 per day

and any payments in excess of this must be done via a

linked account.

Ease of opening

ING deserves some credit for taking a slightly more

enlightened view in relation to the documentation you

need to produce to open a new account. They don’t

require a certified copy of the SMSF trust deed and

will accept any ATO document. Thank goodness

someone is setting the lead here – their relatively easy

and efficient account opening process is the reason

most of my SMSF term deposits are invested with

ING.

The gold star goes to…

Stars I hear? Well, if you are a small fund with

payment (investment) parcels under $20,000 and

don’t have more than have two trustees or directors,

then UBank’s ‘USaver SMSF’ is unquestionably the

‘gold star’ recipient.

Funds with large transaction sizes may want to stick

with the majors (Westpac leads Commonwealth Bank

here), or alternatively, use one of the major banks for

transactions, and open an online bank for those

lumpy cash deposits. With the Government

Guarantee of $250,000 per fund per institution, it is

hard to go past those higher rates.

And for funds with three or four directors or trustees,

it’s a ‘gold star’ for Westpac and RaboBank –

although it will depend on how much cash you are

going to keep on deposit.

One caveat – we have only looked at the measurable

factors and haven’t considered the service experience

you may have as a customer. How long does it take for

your call to be answered? Can the staff actually help?

How reliable is the online banking platform? How fast

is it?

We would love to hear from you about your banking

experiences, and also, any other insights you can

share about your bank or credit union. This is an

important issue for all trustees and we plan to keep

track on how well the banks are doing. You can send

your emails to questions@superreport.com.au.

Important information: This content has been

prepared without taking account of the objectives,

financial situation or needs of any particular

individual. It does not constitute formal advice. For

this reason, any individual should, before acting,

consider the appropriateness of the information,

having regard to the individual’s objectives, financial

situation and needs and, if necessary, seek

appropriate professional advice.
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Chart of the week: an engulfing bear emerges

by Lance Lai

Australia’s dependence on Chinese raw materials

imports is undeniable; they are like our ‘turbo

charger’. The saying, “If Wall Street sneezes, we catch

a cold” still applies, but I would add that “If China

slows, we virtually stop” might also apply. So, the

emergence of an ‘engulfing bear’ pattern in the

Shanghai Stock Exchange Composite index (SSEC)

has implications for us.

The Shanghai Composite is an index of all stocks (A

shares and B shares) that are traded on the Shanghai

Stock Exchange, which is the fifth largest in the world

at US$2,357 billion. Australia by comparison is

number nine at US$1,198 billion. According to the

International Monetary Fund (IMF), China has the

world’s second largest GDP at US$5,878,257 million,

after the USA’s at US$14,526,550 million. Australia

comes in at number 13 with US$1,237,363 million.

An engulfing bear heralds caution. For an explanation

of the pattern, please watch my interview on Switzer,

Thursday 22 March 2012. After you have reviewed

that interview, return to this report. Here is an

update of the SSEC chart presented in that interview:

Shanghai Stock Exchange Composite index

(SSEC)

EB = engulfing bear on 14 March, with the index fall

‘engulfing’ the previous 14 days of trade.

In my first two contributions, I chose ‘steady as she

goes’ stocks in Spark Infrastructure (SKI) at $1.365

and Envestra Ltd (ENV) at 80 cents less a 2.9-cent

dividend = 77.1 cents.

As of last Friday’s close, Spark Infrastructure closed

at $1.415, which is up 3.6%, while Envestra closed at

76.5 cents, down less than 1% (ex dividend). As I said,

“Steady as she goes.”

What the chart tells me

From a warning perspective, it ticks pretty much all

the boxes:

1) It is rare that you have an ‘engulfing bear’ that

engulfs 14 days.

2) There was a clear uptrend: The market had gone up

16% already in a little over a month and a half from 6

January 2012 to a peak on 27 February 2012.

3) The trend was waning: The market was treading

water for 14 days, and was looking for a reason to

either keep going up, or come off.

4) The excuse for a sell-off is provided: Big

fundamental news broke on 14 March when Premier

Wen Jiabao indicated the property market was still

too high and measures to dampen prices would

remain in place longer.

5) The 200-day moving average (the yellow line) is

almost touched, but clearly rejected.

6) The momentum remains negative, with target

support levels at 2,320 (-1.3%) and 2,262 (-4%). It

has fallen 1% on Friday since my interview.
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7) This index has been a good forward indicator as to

where we are likely to head. In November and

December, when the West was looking positive into a

Christmas Rally, Shanghai was still tanking and saw

its low reached on 6 January 2012. How Shanghai

trades into these support levels will indicate how

much pullback we’re going to get.

What could surprise

1) The index has been in decline for 16 months,

starting 11 November 2010. If the above levels of

support don’t hold, then hold onto your hats, you may

well get a Shanghai Negative Surprise.

2) The 200-day moving average is not really bending

up; this downward momentum needs to be broken.

Important information: This content has been

prepared without taking account of the objectives,

financial situation or needs of any particular

individual. It does not constitute formal advice. For

this reason, any individual should, before acting,

consider the appropriateness of the information,

having regard to the individual’s objectives, financial

situation and needs and, if necessary, seek

appropriate professional advice.
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The broker wrap: two buys and three sells

by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck

Over the past week, brokers in the FNArena database

have made three upgrades while downgrading seven.

Overall, two were rated Buy and three, Sell. Total Buy

ratings now stand at 51.66%.

Upgrades

Among the upgrades were David Jones (DJS), with

Macquarie moving to a Buy. This reflects the view a

relief rally is possible because the downgraded

earnings outlook is now in the price and issues on the

credit card side of the business has now become

exposed. The broker says this has driven down the

share price and leaves scope for a bounce.

Others in the market reacted to the interim profit

result and weak guidance far more harshly, with UBS,

Deutsche Bank and RBS Australia all downgrading

DJs to Sell.

UBS continues to see downside earnings risk and

suggests there is limited value at current levels.

Deutsche Bank also sees some execution risk as DJs

attempts to restructure its operations, while RBS

Australia suggests the re-basing of earnings over the

next few years is not fully priced into the stock.

Macquarie also upgraded News Corporation

(NWS) during the week, lifting its rating to Neutral

as the sale of NDS was factored into its model. For

Macquarie the sale is a positive for the valuation of

News, which when added to the removal of a discount

for regulatory uncertainty sees the broker move to a

less negative view.

Sigma Pharmaceuticals (SIP) reported full year

earnings this week and while metrics improved, the

consensus view is the industry outlook remains

difficult. Deutsche is the only broker in the database

to rate Sigma as a Buy, seeing scope for additional

earnings growth and capital management in coming

periods. Neutral and Sell ratings remain dominant for

Sigma.

Downgrades

Among the downgrades, RBS Australia cut its

recommendation on Graincorp (GNC) to Neutral.

Potential for the company to be involved in corporate

activity given consolidation in the sector could be

positive for valuation, but in RBS’s view this is

priced-in at current levels. The downgrade is

therefore a valuation call.

RBS also lowered its rating on Nexus Energy

(NXS) to Neutral after the group’s Longtom project

review. The downgrade in its reserves creates

uncertainty.

While Reckon (RKN) will save some royalties from

the ending of its relationship with Intuit, the flipside

in Macquarie’s view is that it will need to spend more

on research and development to compete with peers.

There is also the risk of some customer leakage from

the decision, which reinforces the broker’s downgrade

to a Sell.

For UBS, the completion of the de-merger of 

Telecom New Zealand (TEL) means the market

should now focus on the growth outlook, which is not
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overly positive. While mobiles are performing well,

this won’t be enough to offset broader declines. This

implies the market is overpaying for growth at current

levels. This has seen UBS downgrade it to a Sell.

Changes to earnings forecasts (EF)

Note: FNArena monitors eight leading stockbrokers

on a daily basis. The eight experts are: BA-Merrill

Lynch, Citi, Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, JP

Morgan, Macquarie, RBS and UBS.

Important information: This content has been

prepared without taking account of the objectives,

financial situation or needs of any particular

individual. It does not constitute formal advice. For

this reason, any individual should, before acting,

consider the appropriateness of the information,

having regard to the individual’s objectives, financial

situation and needs and, if necessary, seek

appropriate professional advice.
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How to move a business property into your SMSF

by Tony Negline

Transferring business property into your DIY super

fund can provide a range of invaluable benefits.

The advantages you get from such a transaction will

depend on your personal circumstances. Most people

will obtain one or more tax advantages. For example,

in nearly all cases your super fund will be paying less

tax than you or your company are currently paying.

Additionally, you might be eligible for some stamp

duty concessions when the asset is transferred into

your super fund. The final potential benefit is that as

the asset will be held in super it will reside in a

structure, which might provide better protection in

the event of bankruptcy than that available from other

assets. You can read more about the benefits in Four

reasons to put commercial property in super.

How to make the transfer

So what is the process of transferring your property

into super? Over the next few weeks I’ll delve into this

topic in greater detail, but here are six steps to get you

started:

1) I think the best place to begin is to accept that you

can’t do this transaction on your own. You will need

expert advice. There are a number of complicated and

confusing issues that have to be dealt with when you

deal with commercial properties, super funds and, if

relevant, lending institutions.

2) Next, you need to be absolutely sure the property

you want to transfer into super is “business real

property’ – that is, property used wholly and

exclusively in the running of a business.

3) The next issue that must be addressed is to check

your property’s title documents. The property’s title

has nothing on it – for example a caveat – which

might stop you from transferring it into your super

fund.

4) After the title has been checked you need to be sure

your super fund’s trust deed is up to scratch. If

relevant, are you or your business permitted to make

in-specie contributions? Can the super fund own

business real property?

5) In a similar fashion will your super fund’s

investment strategy have to be updated to take into

account the proposed property holding? You will need

to consider a range of issues here including what

would happen if you had to sell the property quickly,

or what will happen when your super fund begins to

pay you a pension and how long you intend to hold

the asset.

6) The next task is to work out what you’re trying to

achieve by moving the property into super. For

example, how will the super fund acquire the

property? Will it buy some or all of the property from

you or will you want to contribute some or all of

property as an in-specie contribution? Here you’ll

probably want to focus on stamp duty concessions (in

Victoria) and the value of the property now compared

to when you originally bought it. If it’s worth more,

then you’ll need to think about Capital Gains Tax

(CGT).

Capital gains tax

In most cases, dealing with CGT will probably bring

Small Business CGT Concessions into play. If so, you

must make sure you meet all qualification and asset

valuation requirements of these concessions. These

are quite strict tests and the Australian Tax Office

(ATO) has been auditing this area looking for people

falling foul of these rules.

Daniel Butler of DBA Lawyers told me of a situation

involving the value of an asset. A taxpayer had
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received an independent valuation of several million

dollars. The ATO disagreed with this valuation and

thought it should be significantly higher and applied

their revised value. The taxpayer objected to the

Administrative Appeals Tribunal, but it rules in

favour of the ATO.

The ATO’s asset valuation made the taxpayer

ineligible for the CGT Small Business Concessions.

This caused their small business CGT concession

contributions to be reclassified as non-concessional

contributions, which in turn caused the

non-concessional contribution cap to be breached.

This meant the taxpayer was lumped with excess

contributions tax.

In my next article on this subject I’ll look at issues

about in specie contributions issues, stamp duty

considerations, super gearing issues and the

property’s contract for sale.

Important information: This content has been

prepared without taking account of the objectives,

financial situation or needs of any particular

individual. It does not constitute formal advice. For

this reason, any individual should, before acting,

consider the appropriateness of the information,

having regard to the individual’s objectives, financial

situation and needs and, if necessary, seek

appropriate professional advice.
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The week ahead

Australia

Wednesday 28 March: RBA Financial Stability Review

Thursday 29 March: Job Vacancies (February)

Friday 30 March: HIA New Home Sales (February)

Friday 30 March: Private Sector Credit

Overseas

Monday 26 March: US Pending Home Sales (February)

Tuesday 27 March: US Consumer sentiment (March)

Wednesday 28 March: US Durable goods orders (February)

Wednesday 28 March: US GDP (final fourth-quarter reading)

Friday 30 March: US Personal income and spending (February)

Ex dividend

Wednesday 28 March: Preferred Capital (PCAPA); $2.0023

Thursday 29 March: Cedar Woods Properties (CWP); 11 cents

Friday 30 March: Australian Leaders Fund (ALF); 5 cents

Friday 30 March: 1300 SMILES (ONT); 8.6 cents

Tuesday 3 April: Grange Resources (GRR); 3 cents

Did you know?

You can search a directory of DIY super service providers, such as trust deed providers and administrators, on

the Switzer Super Report website.
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